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winter, one of the coldest in memory for many
diarists, was exacerbated by the German
bombardments that had cut off power to the
city in the fall. Though the siege continued
until 1944, the majority of the damage and
casualties occurred in the winter of 1941.
During the siege, the citizens of Leningrad
went to extreme measures to procure food for
themselves and their families, frequently
resorting to crime and the bartering of valuable
pre-war goods to obtain bread. The bread itself
was frequently mixed with sawdust and other
fillers because the blockade had created a
major grain shortage in the area. People even
resorted to boiling belts and eating binding
glue and other barely edible items to satiate
their hunger.6 The sight of dead bodies frozen
in snow or corpses being dragged on children?s
sleds became a common sight during the
height of the winter of 1941. Inhabitants?
contemporary diaries provide a vivid account
of their daily struggle to survive on meager
rations of food. In late November 1941 the Red
Army, or Soviet ground troops, established an
Ice Road across Lake Ladoga that served both
as an evacuation route and a way to import
supplies into the city. The route however was
dangerous and inefficient because the German
army frequently bombarded it and transport
conditions were often terrible.7 After the
winter, fewer Leningraders died of starvation,
and rations became less restrictive primarily
due to collective gardening in residential areas
and because there were fewer mouths to feed.
The Red Army conducted various offensives
throughout 1942 to break through the
blockade, but its first successful operation,
Operation Iskra, did not occur until January
1943. Even after the Red Army broke the
blockade, constant shelling from the German
forces would continue until the Soviets
permanently broke the blockade on January 27,
1944.8

Al t hough t he si ege
dest royed any sense
of normal cy for t he
ci t i zens of Leni ngrad, t he
sur vi vors hel d i mmense pri de
i n t hei r abi l i t y t o sur vi ve and
preser ve t he spi ri t of t hei r
ci t y.
The citizens of Leningrad met the beginning
of the war in the summer of 1941 with a
mixture of shock and intense patriotism. A
week after the war began Yura Riabinkin, a
teenage diarist, wrote, ?[a]t first I felt a certain
sense of pride, then a wave of fear? the first
eventually got the upper hand of the second.?9
Georgi Kniazev, the Director of the Archives of
the Academy of Sciences, wrote in July, ?[t]his
is my city? can it really be true that it is
threatened by the danger of an enemy
occupation? No, no, no!?10 Kniazev?s
observation is indicative of the greater
sentiment shared amongst the Leningrad
intelligentsia as well as the Soviet leaders in
the Smolny, the communist headquarters in
Leningrad. It reflected the lack of preparedness
for the imminent siege and blockade. If
Kniazev heard rumors of Germany marching
towards Leningrad with the intent to occupy,
the policymakers in the Smolny must also have
had intelligence on
the Wehrmacht?s
movements. However, Andrei Zhdanov, the
communist boss of Leningrad, and his staff did
not believe that the Nazis would ever make it
to Leningrad. Zhdanov had put responsibility
for the defense of Leningrad on his own
shoulders in August,11 mainly in response to
the political maneuvering occurring in the
Kremlin in Moscow. Thus, Soviet leaders made
multiple mistakes that sparked distrust
amongst the Leningraders.
One such mistake that proved to be fatal was
the creation of the so-called People?s Levy.
Immediately after the war began, the Soviet
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Kniazev captured this feeling when he wrote,
?[i]f things turn out badly, it would be better to
die here, somewhere along the embankment or
in the deep waters of the Neva? But our
city? and I firmly believe this? will never fall
into the hands of the enemy!?23 In a later entry
Kniazev wrote, ?[t]he ring can only be broken
from the outside, and if this does not happen,
then the only thing left will be to die,
defending our native city.?24 Even during the
first siege winter, Leningraders were still
ferociously proud of their city?s independence,
history, culture and art.
Riabinkin wrote, ?[o]ur dead bodies will rot, our
bones will crumble to dust, but Leningrad will
stand on the banks of the Neva for all eternity,
proud and invincible.?25 Remarkably, the
diarists rarely extol the virtues of the Soviet
Union in the same way or even mention the
Soviet Union at all. Their pride was for
Leningrad alone.
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Soviet leaders pounced on this sense of
perceived heroism. Propaganda posters urged
Leningraders to remain strong, conserve their
food, and continue fighting for the Motherland.
The propaganda posters worked. As one
survivor recalled, ?[p]eople were absolutely
unprepared for war, because our communist
propaganda? was still effective. It worked.
Mass propaganda always reaches the people
quickly and spreads quickly among them. And
people were so patriotic.?26 In contrast,
Kochina noted, ?[t]he hurricane of war has torn
off these rags: now everyone has become what
he was in fact, and not what he wanted to
seem. Many have turned out to be pitiful
cowards and scoundrels.?27 Kniazev seemed
perplexed by his fellow citizens? heroic
portrayal. In the fall of 1941 he wrote, ?[w]e are
very ordinary people, nothing at all
remarkable, and I have nothing that is in any
way heroic to record.?28 Although both
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to survive. First-hand accounts of crime
frequently went unpublished or were censored
out of published accounts because they
contradicted the heroic narrative of the
blockade that the Soviet government wished to
promote. The crimes that Leningraders
committed range from the macabre, such as
the widespread recollections of cannibalism, to
the sad, like the crimes committed by Kochina?s
starving husband Dima. Kochina?s relationship
with her husband tragically suffered as a result
of the rampant hunger. The couple bickered
frequently over food and came to resent each
other. Kochina?s first run-in with crime
occurred when one of the many trade school
boys roaming the streets in search of food stole
her daily ration of bread.37 She was extremely
unhappy when, in late December, her husband
turned to stealing bread with the sharpened
end of a cane. After a woman caught Kochina?s
husband stealing, the woman demanded from
him half of the bread, ??grabbed the bread?
and began to cram it greedily into her mouth.
Then he sat down beside her and ate his half.
Thus they sat and ate, now and then cursing
one another, until they?d eaten all the bread.?38
Despite the shame this brought her, she also
attempted to justify his actions, ?Well after all,
the salespeople really are robbing us blind. In
return they have everything they want. Almost
all of them, without shame at all, wear gold and
expensive furs.?39 Kochina was not alone in
witnessing or detailing the increase in crime.
One diarist writes, ?I myself was a witness
when a teenager tore a piece of bread from the
hands of a weakened old woman, quickly
shoved it into his mouth, and then fell onto the
floor with his face to the ground and started to
chew it feverishly.?40 Crimes committed for
food ran rampant in Leningrad during the
blockade. The accounts, however, were
frequently suppressed because they did not
portray the heroism that Stalin wished to
promote. The ideal of selflessness was
paramount and extolled as a virtue; fulfilling
basic human needs did not stoke the Soviet
propaganda in the same way.
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The most infamous of the crimes committed
during the siege winter, and therefore the most
censored in Soviet accounts, was cannibalism.
Harrison Salisbury was the first historian to
discuss at length the rumors of cannibalism
that had escaped the censors. He recounts the
story of a young man who was lured into an
abandoned building to exchange bread for
boots, but when he finally got there he realized
that the man was a member of a cannibal
collective and had brought him there to eat
him.41 Reid discredits this particular story, but
historians have unearthed proof of cannibalism
in besieged Leningrad following the release of
Soviet police records in 2004. For the survivors
of the siege winter, cannibalism became the
subject of countless rumors. The acclaimed
Soviet poet Olga Berggolts recorded what one
friend told her about a cannibal couple who
first ate the small corpse of their child and
then entrapped three more children to eat as
well.42 According to Reid?s police records,
around 2,000 people had been arrested by June
of
1942
for
either
cannibalism
or
43
corpse-eating.
The authorities? desperate
attempts to quash these rumors indicate that
Soviet policymakers viewed rumors of
cannibalism as incompatible with their greater
heroic narrative about the siege survivors.
Crime driven by hunger accompanied
Leningraders? increasing numbness towards
death and dying. Kochina wrote, ?[d]eath is not
a casual visitor now. People have gotten used
to it. It?s constantly hanging around among the
living.?44 Kniazev wrote, ?[e]ach of us can hear
the swish of the scythe?45 and that ?[i]t is
difficult to die, but it is extremely hard to be
dying.?46 In addition, hunger turned people
into single-minded beings. One diarist
commented, ?excruciating hunger forces a
person to think and talk only about one
thing? about food.?47 These reflections and
diary entries all illustrate that hunger did not
cause the citizens of Leningrad to act more
patriotically; rather, it served to evaporate
much of the patriotism that had arisen
immediately after the war began. People had
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modern Russia, ?[t]he issue of ideology
remains a thorny topic in siege discourse.
Interestingly, ideology is rarely if ever
discussed in contemporary siege testimonies
published in Russian newspapers and
journals.?58 Moreover, people who were
children during the blockade and did not live
through the Stalinist purges of the 1930s
account for many of the contemporary
accounts of the blockade. This fact may explain
the pro-Stalinist sentiments expressed by some
of the surviving blokadniki. The negative
accounts, however, may have been influenced
by the anti-Soviet feelings that emerged from
the 1980s. Kirschenbaum notes that accounts
from the 1980s and ?90s, ?[b]ecame a heroic
defense of the ideals and traditions of St.
Petersburg? Leningrad, rather than those of
the Soviet state.?59 However, this does not
undermine the validity of these new sources,
but rather provides more nuance and balance
to the preexisting narrative of the blockade.
This new historical approach to the
experiences of the citizens during the blockade
demonstrates that the nature of the
experiences did not conform to the dominant
narrative about the blockade constructed by
the Soviet authorities.
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